FITNESS TO FLY ASSESSMENT

We can also provide assistance to the aviation
industry not only by assessing all CASA medical
certificate holders but also cabin crew members
or passengers regarding fitness to fly, during
business hours directly through our airport clinic
or after hours through our unique after hours response service.
We can provide necessary treatment to get you
flying again as soon as possible.

DAMP & MEDICAL REVIEW OFFICER
(MRO) SERVICES

Locations
Adelaide Airport
7 Frank Collopy Court
Adelaide Airport
South Australia 5950
Phone: (08) 8355 9400
Fax: (08) 8355 9411
reception@workair.com.au

Visit our website
www.workair.com.au

Accredited by the Australasian Medical Review
Officers Association AMROA an organisation approved by CASA under CASR Part 99 we can
assist with your DAMP including interpretation of
AOD testing, comprehensive assessment & restoration to safety sensitive aviation activity
(SSAA).

IKEA

CITY

A= Airport Terminal
B= WorkAir Injury Medical Clinic

A Good Choice
In Aviation

WHAT TO BRING

WORKAIR AVIATION HEALTH SERVICES
WHO ARE WE?
A family owned and operated business providing medical services to the aviation industry in Adelaide’s west.
Dr Grantley Tschirn, Occupational Physician, is the
principal (DAME) approved by CASA to perform Class
1,2 & 3 medicals and is accredited as a medical review
officer for the purposes of CASA Part 99 regarding alcohol and other drug (AOD) use in safety sensitive aviation activities SSAA’s.
AVIATION (DAME) MEDICALS - WHY USE
WORKAIR?
With the convenience of easy parking, rapid electronic
lodgement and “all under the one roof routine assessment” whether you require a Class 1,2 or 3 medical
certificate we can make it almost painless! We even do
point of care testing pathology for Class 1 & 3 certificates so no more running to the laboratory*.

When attending your appointment you must bring;





Photo ID
ARN
Current medical certificate unless 1st medical)
For ATC’s please bring any AirServices Australia
paperwork as well
HOW TO ARRANGE
Please contact WorkAir on (08) 8355 9400 or email
reception@workair.com.au to make an appointment
or to discuss any queries you may have.

We look forward in being able to do our part, in making your
flight a safe and enjoyable one.

Aviation Medical Services
All Class 1, 2 & 3 Medical Assessments
Arranging specialist tests where required
Providing advice and assistance on DAME issues
Providing consult services for clearance and return to
flying if TMUF beyond maximum designated period
Pick up & Delivery for transiting Pilots
MRO & DAMP services CASR Part 99

OUR FEES
Competitively priced our fees are based on the complexity of the medical required understanding that
flying, whether for reward or pleasure can be an
expensive undertaking.

*except initial medicals

WHAT TO EXPECT
Personal details, taking of a medical history, targeted
examination which may include a lung function test,
hearing test, ECG at rest and blood testing for glucose
and cholesterol. If you need to fast we’ll even feed you
after the blood test! The Occupational Health nurse will
see you first and do several of these tests.. You will
then consult with our DAME to finalise the process.

WHEN TO BOOK
It is advised that you make contact with WorkAir at least
two (2) weeks prior to the expiry date on your certificate. We understand that these things do get left until
the last minute and so we will get you in as soon as
possible even on a Saturday morning if job loss is imminent otherwise!

WHAT ELSE IS INCLUDED
Our job doesn't end with the medical we will also
provide;

any reasonable assistance with follow-up after
the medical including arranging any additional tests and assisting in providing further information to CASA.

If you are coming through Adelaide Airport we
can provide a pick up/drop off service to our
clinic just let us know when you book in
We bulk bill under Medicare for those requiring
CASA fit to fly/fit to control assessments

